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Introduction
Macroscopic plasma properties in conventional discharges as well as in various plasmas for
technological applications are often determined by spatial or temporal transient processes in
the discharge plasmas. In particular, the course of various plasma processes, as for instance
the response of plasma components on space or time alterations of electric fields in the
plasma or the transport of particles and energy to enclosing walls, is often dominated by
spatial or temporal relaxation processes of individual plasma components.
Comprehensive studies of the temporal relaxation behaviour of plasmas and of individual
plasma components and detailed analyses of that important processes which control the
temporal relaxation have been possible in last decades. However with respect to the spatial
relaxation in inhomogeneous plasma regions and the importance of spatial plasma structures
many questions remained in the past .
To improve this situation intensive efforts [1-4] are currently devoted to this research field and
in particular to the particle kinetics in inhomogeneous plasma regions. Typical excamples
of such plasma structures are the regions in the surrounding of inserted grids, electrical
probes and enforced plasma constrictions, the space charge field regions due to the plasma
confinement by walls, the plasma regions where moving and standing striations occur and
the discharge regions in front of the electrodes.
One important aspect for the understanding of the plasma behaviour in these regions con-
cerns the nonequilibrium kinetics of the electron component. The electron kinetics in in-
homogeneous plasma regions is mainly governed by spatial relaxation processes and a res-
ultant distinctly nonlocal behaviour of the electron component. In last years systematic
studies of various problems connected with the kinetics of the electrons in inhomogeneous
plasma regions could be succesfully performed. Due to the nonequilibrium nature the kinetic
quantities of the electrons as their velocity distribution function and the related macroscopic
properties can only be found by solving appropriate electron kinetic equations or performing .
adequate particle simulations of the electrons.
It is the objective of the lecture to report on strict calculations of the velocity or energy
distribution function and related macroscopic properties of the electrons from appropriate
electron kinetic equations under various plasma conditions and to contribute to a better
understanding of the electron behaviour in inhomogeneous plasmas regions. In particular,
the spatial relaxation of plasma electrons acted upon by uniform electric fields, the response
of plasma electrons on spatial disturbances of the electric field, the electron kinetics under the
impact of space charge field confinement in the dc column plasma and the electron velocity
distribution in stronger fields as occurring in the electrode regions of a dc glow discharge
will be considered in the lecture.

Some Aspects of the Kinetic Equation Treatment
The basic equation to study the electron kinetics in nonuniform regions of weakly ionized
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plasmas is the inhomogeneous, time-independent Boltzmann equation of the electrons

v- V f / - (eo/m)E • Vv-f = Cd{f)

determining the velocity distribution function f{v,x) of the electrons. This kinetic equation
includes the action of a space-dependent electric field E(x) and of elastic (Ce') and various
inelastic (C^1) electron atom collisions.
As in steady state and in time-dependent plasma conditions approximate solutions of the
kinetic equation can be obtained by using orthogonal expansions of the velocity distribution
function with respect to the directions v/v of the electron velocity v in the kinetic equation.
Depending on the structure of the electric field, of the expected inhomogeneity in the plasma
and of the imposed boundary conditions for the velocity distribution a reduced expansion
with respect to one angle coordinate only or a more complex expansion with respect to both
angle coordinates of v/v has to be used.
If the electric field and the inhomogeneity in the plasma are parallel to a fixed space direction,
for instance the z-direction, the velocity distribution becomes symmetrical around the field
E = E(z)ez and can be given an expansion in Legendre polynomials Ln(vz/v). In the lowest
approximation order, the so-called two term approximation, the velocity distribution gets
the representation

f(U, vjv, z) = (27T)-1 (2/m)-3/2 I/0(l7, z) + h (U, z) (vz/v)}, U = mv2/2, V= V

involving the isotropic part fo(U,z) and the only anisotropic part fi{U,z) of the velocity
distribution. The substitution of this expansion into the Boltzmann equation leads finally
to a system of two partial differential equations for the isotropic and anisotropic distribution
/o and /i- When further eliminating the anisotropic distribution essentially a parabolic
differential equation for the isotropic distribution fo(U,z) results. Its numerical solution
using appropriate initial and boundary values makes possible to study several problems of
the electron kinetics in inhomogeneous plasmas, as the spatial relaxation in uniform fields
or the response of the electrons on local field disturbances.
A different situation with respect to the spatial behaviour of the electron component arises.
for example, in the positive column of a dc glow discharge with isolating walls. From the
electron kinetic point of view this problem is more complex than the kinetic problems con-
sidered above. The electric field in the column plasma is a superposition of the constant axial
electric field and the radial space charge field, i.e. E = Er{r)er + Ezez. Thus the direction
of the total electric field is different from the radial direction in which the inhomogeneity
of the column plasma occurs. Then an expansion of the velocity distribution in spherical
harmonics has to be used which gets in two term approximation the representation

f{U, v/v, r) = (27T)-1 (2/m)-3/2 [/„([/, r) + fr(U, r) (vr/v) + fz(U, r) (vz/v)}

and includes, in addition to the axial component fz(U,r), now a radial component fr(U,r)
of the anisotropic distribution. When substituting this expansion into the kinetic equation
and when eliminating both anisotropic distributions finally an elliptic differential equation
is obtained for the isotropic distribution fa(U,r) which has to be completed by appropriate
boundary conditions. The numerical solution of this elliptic problem makes possible, to
determine the radial variation of electron kinetic quantities in the column plasma.



Spatial Relaxation in Uniform Electric Fields
Main aspects of the complex spatial relaxation behaviour of the electrons in nonisothermal
collision dominated plasmas can already be revealed when studying in a uniform electric
fields the spatial evolution of the electrons whose velocity distribution has been disturbed at
a certain space position. Sufficiently far from this position finally a homogeneous state should
be established in field acceleration direction of the electrons by the interplay of field action
and dissipation in electron collisions. For such studies the anisotropic distribution / i (£/, 2)
has been fixed at the position z = 0 by an appropriate boundary value. The spatial relaxation
of the electrons has been determined by numerically solving the above-mentioned parabolic
problem. It has been found that the relaxation process into homogeneous states remarkably
depends on the specific atomic data of the electron collision processes and shows a sensitive
alteration with the magnitude of the electric field. To illustrate the last situation Fig. 1
presents the spatial relaxation of the normalized electron density n(zp)/n(co) in a krypton
plasma at various normalized field strengths E/p. A distinct alteration of the relaxation
behaviour from an aperiodic, via a slightly damped periodic to a strongly damped periodic
course with increasing field magnitude becomes obvious.
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Response of the Electrons on Spatial Field Disturbances
Spatially limited disturbances in the axial electric field strength can be caused, for example,
in an axially homogeneous column plasma of a dc glow discharge by special arrangements.
Sufficiently far from such disturbances homogeneous states towards both electrodes should
be established in the column plasma. The response of the electrons on such field disturbances
has been studied by solving the above-mentioned parabolic problem. Fig. 2 illustrates for
two field disturbances the spatial evolution of the isotropic distribution in a helium plasma
starting from homogeneous states of the isotropic distribution at the position zp = 0. Both
field disturbances have been assumed to occur in the space region between 5 and 10 torr cm
which is marked by black lines on the distribution surface. The electron acceleration by
the electric field always occurs in the positive z direction. In case A a larger and in case
B a smaller magnitude of the electric field acts on the electrons in the disturbance region
compared to the undisturbed field. In both cases a strong response of the isotropic dis-
tribution on the field impulse can be observed with a particularly large extension of this
response in electron acceleration direction. The isotropic distribution develops in case A in
an aperiodic and in case B in a periodic way towards its homogeneous state at large zp.
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Electron Kinetics under the Impact of Space Charge Field Confinement
The numerical solution of the above-mentioned elliptic problem allows to determine the radial
variation of the velocity distribution and of various macroscopic quantities of the electrons in
the column plasma. To give an example, the column plasma of a neon discharge with a tube
radius of 1.7 cm, a gas pressure of 100 Pa and a discharge current of 10 mA has been chosen.
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Fig. 3 shows the corresponding radial variation of the isotropic distribution normalized on
the local electron density n(r). A pronounced radial variation of the isotropic distribution
can be observed which is mainly caused by the interplay of the radial space charge field
action and the collisional dissipation of the electrons in the column plasma. On the basis of
such kinetic treatment of the electron confinement the determination of the axial and radial
components of the anisotropic distribution becomes additionally possible. Fig. 4 compares
at a selected radial position the energy dependence of all three distribution components. In
particular the small magnitude of the radial anisotropic distribution and its two branches of
different sign reflect the distinct space charge field confinement of the electrons in radial dir-
ection. The change of the sign in the radial anisotropic distribution with increasing kinetic
energy enforces a strong compensation in the radial particle current density of the electrons.
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